This paper considers a recenrly proposed method for unsupervised learning and dimensionality reducrion, locally linear embedding (LLE). LLE 
Introduction
Popular approaches to dimensionality reduction can be divided into two main classes: linear and nonlinear, mapping. Principal component analysis (PCA) [I] :and multidimensional scaling (MDS)[2,1] are examples of linear approaches. In PCA, one computes the linear projections of greatest v c a n c e from the top eigenvectors of the data of covariance matrix. In classical MDS, one computes the low dimensional embedding that best preserves pair wise distances between data points. If these distances correspond to Euclidean distances, the results of metric MDS are equivalent to PCA. Both methods are simple to apply, and their implementations do not involve-local minima. These virtues account for the widespread' use of PCA and MDS, despite their inherent limitations as linear methods. Selforganizing maps [3] and talent variables models [4] t1051-4651/02 $17. 00 (computational efficiency, global optimality, and flexible asymptotic convergence guarantees) with flexibility to learn a broad of class on non-linear manifolds. The aim of our work is to perform an experimental evaluation of the LLE with real-world data in order to see its usefulness in machine vision problems. T o make this evaluation more efficient and objective, we also repon comparative results with other approaches. We considered PCA as a representative method for linear mapping and SOM for non-linear methods. We also propose an extension to LLE which allows to apply the methal for classification. Given the original data in a high dimensional space and the corresponding coordinates in the description space, we show how projection of new input onto the description space can be done without the need of considering the whole data analysis. ?his extension allows a straightforward implementation of LLE-based pattern classification.
Locally linear embedding method
Locally linear embedding (LLE) is an unsupervised learning algorithm that computes lowdimensional, neighborhood-preserving embeddings of high-dimensional inputs [ 5 ] . Suppose that data consist of N real-valued vectors X,, each of dimensionality D, the implementation of the algorithm involves a single pass trough three steps:
Compute the neighbors of each data point, X;. Compute the weights W,, that best reconstruct each data point X; from its neighbors, minimizing the cost in Eq. I by constrained linear fits. 
Extension of the LLE algorithm
Given the data points X(nr,,, (consisting of N data items) in D-dimensional space, the original LLE algorithm allows finding the corresponding manifold YrdxNl in lower dimensional space. However. in many applications such as in pattern classification, the system is expected also to map new data points. Using the original LLE algorithm, the only way to perform this task is to consider the whole data (old and new data points) and then reapply the LLE algorithm. It follows that for each projection of new data point we need to consider all the computations and solve at least (N+I) linear systems. Because it is time-consuming, such Considerations are not suitable for real use. As an alternative. we propose here two different approaches for adding new samples and thus avoid these computations.
Embedding approximation approach
To avoid solving ( N + l ) linear systems, we approximate the embedding coordinates of a new data point X,,, by computing only the neighbors of this new point and solving one linear system to determine the weights W,N+,~? In this approach, we assume that adding a new data point X,,, will no4 have much influence on the map of neighbors and thus we keep the weights of the old data points unchanged. It is obvious that by adding a new sample, some data points might have the sample XN+, 
Experiments
Due to the fact that face images contain essential non-linear structures that are invisible to linear methods, many approaches consider such data to assess the robustness of their algorithms. Lips and fdcial expressions were considered in 151 while experiments with synthetic face images in different lighting directions and poses were performed with lsomap [ 6 ] . To show the ability of LLE to discover the nonlinear degrees of freedom that underlie complex natural observations and to evaluate our extension propositions. we considered the pose estimation problem in computer vision. Instead of using synthetic face images as in 161, we consider real face images.
To collect the data, we asked a candidate person t o move his head in different directions (from left to right) with natural facial expressions in uncontrolled environment. In such conditions. the real degree of freedom might be greater than 1. From different video sequences of the same person, we extracted multiple 64*@ grayscale images (N-totak2500). Note the importance of considering video sequences, instead of isolated images, in order to provide a smooth manifold. We divided the data into training (N=2000) and test sets (T=500). 
Fig.1. Examples f%e images
The embedding shown Fig.2 demonstrates the limitations of PCA to deal with non-linear data. Not only the embedding tends to be a random distribution rather than a compact one, but also the representations of some face images corresponding to different poses are close to each other. Notice also that the smoothness ofthe data is lost in the reduced space (PCA space). Analyzing the face images by SOM. a compact representation was achieved. A self-organizing map of 25 neurons ( 5 * 5 ) corresponding to different meaningful clusters is shown in Fig.3 . Computational difficulties were encountered in computing a larger map size using the original data size (D=4096). Considering only a subset of face images (N,,h,,=200) chosen randomly among the whole set of faces, we performed new experiments to assess whether the results obtained using a large dataset (N=2000) are valid in case of smaller training sets. While the results for both PCA and SOM were not influenced by the number of samples. the performance of LLE decreased dramatically.
Face pme analysis Since we are working in face recognition area, the aim of these experiments is also to find new issues to the above problem. Analyzing the embedding shown in Fig.4 , we defined 5 different classes of face pose in the range 1-90". !%"](see Fig.5 ).
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FigS. Five different classes of lace pose The extensions of the original LLE that we proposed allow building, for example, a view-based recognition system. Since face pose is a challenging problem in face recognition [7] , we implemented a preprocessing step based on these extensions. Using the LLE embedding, we estimate the class corresponding to the pose of the face before focusing on the recognition task in the appropriate class.
We performed a set of experiments using remaining face images (T=500) to classify new poses in the embedding. First, we proceeded by the simplest way considering the whole data (Ntotal) and computing the LLE embedding. The estimations were correct for more than 90% of cases. Almost the same results were obtained using our approximated embedding approach with fewer computations. Considering the neural network approach, the training was slow and complex but the results were interesting: for given examples, the same classes as for the previous approaches were reponed. Funher experiments are needed to investigate the generalization capabilities of the neural network-based approach.
Discussion and conclusion
The experiments have clearly shown that PCA fails to deal with non-linear data such as face images. In all experiments, SOM and LLE outperformed PCA. While SOM needs more computations and higher complexity (since more free parameters are involved in the algorithm), LLE has only one free parameter. Thus, the simplicity of LLE compared to SOM is significant. On the other hand, doing the training with only few face images (sampled randomly). the LLE embedding failed while SOM showed better performance. A possible explanation is that LLE considers a local linearity which is not guaranteed in case of limited training sets. 7hus, more examples and smoother manifolds are needed for LLE. The complexity of SOM increases significantly when the size of the training set becomes large while LLE assures similar performances with lower complexity. SOM outperforms both LLE and PCA when non-smooth data are considered.
Large training sets d o not guarantee necessarily good embedding i f the distribution of the data is not adequate. The smoothness of the data is an imponant consideration in the LLE-based analysis. The only free parameter of LLE is the number of neighbors (k). Unfortunately. there is no direct method to find the optimal value. Using a large number of neighbors, the assumption of local linearity will not be valid and comparable results (i.e. failure) as with The experiments with face image analysis show that locally linear embedding approach LLE succeeded to discover a good embedding while SOM involved more complexities and computations. This conclusion is expectable and should be confirmed with other non-linear problems. A major problem in machine learning t a s k concerns the choice of representative samples for training and LLE forms a potential solution to this problem.
